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DISCLAIMER

No parts of this ebook can be resold, copied or redistributed. For one personal use

only. Please respect the hard work put into making this ebook by not reselling or

sharing with others. Any 3rd party links included are not the responsibility of Online

Boutique Center.

For more tips, templates and strategies for boutique owners, visit our website at

www.onlineboutiquecenter.com

http://www.onlineboutiquecenter.com


Growing your online boutique’s Instagram can be very frustrating and discouraging in

2022. Instagram constantly updates its algorithm, making it harder and harder for small

businesses to grow without paying for ads.

Ads will eventually become a part of your marketing strategy as you scale your business

and grow. There are efficient ways to get the best bang for your buck with ads, but that’s

a conversation for another day. The strategies we will discuss in this ebook don’t involve

a cost and can be implemented immediately.

We have put together 10 proven strategies that help Instagram businesses grow

exponentially.  By using these strategies, not only will your followers grow, you will gain

followers that are in your target audience. That means they are more likely to visit

and/or purchase from your website.

Growth on Instagram can only be guaranteed if you trust the process and do the work.

THE MOST IMPORTANT AND IMPACTFUL INSTAGRAM

STRATEGY OF THEM ALL IS TO BE CONSISTENT.

Instagram is all about being consistent and getting/recieving engagement. The more the
better. You should be consistently posting…every day. Besides using these strategies, try
to aim for:

➔ Posting 2-4 static posts a week (i.e. one photo, front/back of product photo)

➔ Posting 2 carousels a week (multiple photos in one post. Max 10)

➔ Posting 4-7 reels a week

➔ Going Live 2x a month

➔ Saving your lives to IGTV

This may seem like a lot, but the strategies we provide will help you get this done in no

time. Be sure you have plenty of content already posted and a recent story to give new

users a reason to follow you.

Use the below documents in addition to the strategies we provided:

● 600+ fashion hashtags

● 100+ Fill in the Blank Captions

● Instagram Follower Tracker

● How-To Grow Instagram Videos

● Free 30-day Canva Trial

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nSVScFdgUypwqefM0iSkeCReurpdfTt10ebChC_Ph8E/edit?usp=sharing
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0171/2177/1620/files/100_Fashion_Boutique_Instagram_Captions.pdf?v=1645215180
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1noZHb55O8EzVfrIL4xmfYP9_Hnf0LiBexT4XcJD_fw8/edit?usp=sharing
https://canva.7eqqol.net/eW5Xz


Your target audience is already on Instagram, they just need to find out you exist and

have what they’re looking for. A way you can achieve this is by following users found in

your competitors' comments and followers lists. For example, if you sell products that

are similar to Fashion Nova, you will likely want to follow users that are:

➔ Active in their comments

➔ Liked a photo/video post

➔ In their following list

In that order. People shop at Walmart and Target. So they can very well shop at Fashion

Nova and Your Brand. When people do come to your profile, be sure you have a variety

of content (i.e. posts, stories, highlights, reels) that can get them to stay and look

around. This greatly increases your chances of being followed or even leads to clicks to

your website (the ultimate goal).

In addition, you can like a few photos and/or watch stories of the users you followed to

increase your chances of being followed back.

● This is not something you would do every day.

● Do not follow/unfollow the same day.



It’s time to be more social on social media. You will need a strategy when it comes to

getting more followers and exposure through Instagram. Bring indirect brand awareness

to your brand with some of these strategies:

● Respond to comments with purpose. Respond to comments quickly and answer

with another question if possible.

● Watch stories. Watching stories is a great strategy to boost engagement even if

you don’t follow them.

● Return the love. People want likes/views just as brands do. Go to a few profiles of

people that like or comment on your posts and follow them and/or like their

posts as well.

● Respond to all DMs. If possible, try to direct them to your website and offer a

coupon as applicable.

● Dig for Engaging Leads. Like posts and view stories from people active in your

competitor’s comments (or any popular page with engagement). These people

are ACTIVE and are willing to comment or engage with posts on Instagram.



You are more than likely using hashtags already to try to increase your followers and

engagement. Hashtags aren't as effective as they used to be, but they are still important

to include. Hashtags are like indexes, so once you add a hashtag to your post, it's there

forever unless you delete or archive it. The key to hashtags is to get specific and think

outside of the box. The max amount of hashtags to use is 30, but it is not necessary to

use them all.

● Using basic category hashtags such as #dress, #romper

● Use specific hashtags such as:#offtheshoulderjumpsuit, #redjumpsuit #maxidress

#stripedmaxidress #lacecroptop

● Most hashtags get indexed by Google giving you the potential to reach even more

people on the internet in addition to your blog or website. Therefore, we

recommend regularly changing your hashtags to increases your exposure on the

internet

● If you're stuck on finding hashtags, type in a few words and view the suggestions

listed underneath for more ideas.

● Create a branded hashtag. This hashtag will host nearly all your posts for your

brand and/or tribe (i.e. #girlstour, #novababes) Tag Instagram Stories (10 per

story)



Regramming is basically a repost of someone else's content. This can be reposts from

your customers, memes, quotes, etc. This is your chance to relate to your audience and

build trust. People that trust your brand and connect with your posts are likely to follow

and visit your website. Get creative and/or find content that fits your brand’s aesthetic

and the audience you intend to serve. Repost things like:

● Memes

● Quotes

● Vintage photos

● Customers using products

● Relatable news and video

● Anything that matches your page aesthetic

You can do this for both your profile page and stories. Be sure to tag users to give credit

and celebrities if applicable. You may get a repost from one of them and get traffic from

their page to yours.



Did you know location tags can give you a boost in views? So can using the hashtags of

current events and celebrities. Especially when used in your stories. This is a great way

to increase inquiring minds to your page and increase your followers. Those extra views

from the location tag can give you the boost you need to go viral.

● Locations give an extra boost to gain followers for people searching that location.

You can add locations to both your feed posts and stories. When you add a

location to your posts, you will be shown to anyone that clicks that location.

● Celeb/Influencer Cheat You can post your favorite celebrities and fashion

influencers on your story, tag them and add the text “mood” or “inspo”. If they

see it, they may repost you and/or visit your page. When you # a celebrity name

(or any hashtag), you are added to that hashtag's story.

● Current Events Cheat: This also works well for event hashtags. For example, let’s

say the Grammys are on and you decide to post your favorite looks from the red

carpet on your story. You can tag #grammys #cardib #lizzo #grammysbestdressed

or any hashtag. People will more than likely be searching these hashtags that

night and will see your story. You can even ask people to vote on the looks with

an Instagram sticker. After gaining views, you could follow/engage with some of

the people that saw your story.



● Use Stories to your advantage by sharing your posts directly there. You can add

location tags and hashtags to them as well that you can easily hide behind the

photo/video.

● Create stories that grab attention and look great. Hide hashtags with stickers and

emojis, but always use hashtags. As your followers go up, you don’t have to use as

many per story.



Your caption is just as, if not as important as your visual content on Instagram. Get your

point across and tell customers what to do. Your caption should capture their attention,

yet still, give a call to action to get the engagement you require. Two ways to write a

caption that can lead to clicks on your site:

➔ Ask a question (i.e. ask for their opinion or if they have their x product already)

➔ Ask a rhetorical question. (i.e. make customers feel like they're missing out)

A call-to-action advises users on what they need to do to take advantage of your offer or

connect with you. Here are a few more suggestions to consider when writing your

caption.

● A motivating call to action should be placed near the top of your caption since

Instagram only displays the first three lines (or 125 characters) of captions before

displaying the “read more” link in the feed. People want to be told what to do. If

you don't effectively direct your followers to take action, they likely won't.

● Using emojis in your caption can increase your engagement by nearly 43%.

● More details about asking a question. Hard-selling your customers is not always

the mission when you are trying to develop an audience. Sometimes posting or

discussing things that do not involve a sale can indirectly get you a sale. This also

can help you learn a thing or two about your audience. At the end of the day,

people LOVE to talk about themselves, so ask them something. Even as simple as

https://help.instagram.com/1643471055915254?helpref=search&sr=3&query=characters
http://www.adweek.com/digital/emojis-lead-to-higher-engagement-on-instagram-report/


What are they up to? What did they do yesterday? What’s their favorite ice cream

flavor? The sky’s the limits tbh

● This or That. Use 2-4 photos aka Side-by-sides asking users to choose the best

one or which one they would wear to dinner.

● Tag-a-Friend. Ask if Use this strategy alongside asking a question to increase your

reach. Basically, another form of word of mouth. Works best with giveaways.

● Include an emotional trigger. FOMO (“Fear of Missing Out”):  People don't want

to miss out on a good deal. Encourage website traffic by offering “limited-time”

sales and promotions. In addition, curate posts to give the impression that

“everybody’s doing it”. Research suggests over 60% of millennials have made a

purchase within 24 hours of feeling FOMO.

● Inspire followers. Your caption should be used to describe to followers how their

lives can be changed by this product or describe what the product looks/feels like

in detail or up close. In addition, use motivational quotes in between normal sales

posts or relatable content that could spark a conversation or question.

For more Instagram caption tips, read this blog post

https://www.onlineboutiquecenter.com/blogs/boutique-blog/instagram-captions-101-for-small-businesses


Contests and giveaways are almost instant engagement/follower boosters. It doesn’t

matter if you’re just starting out or established. Everyone loves free stuff and thousands

of people on Instagram are searching for giveaways every day. There are tons of ways to

host a giveaway or contests. The best route is to give users a certain set of rules that

involves following you and other engagement to win.

For example, to enter your giveaway, a user:

➔ Must be following you

➔ Must tag 2-3 or more friends (you can even suggest the more people you tag, the

greater your chances of winning).

➔ Must repost post to their story (optional)

Give a date range to enter and pick a winner at random. Use a free random generator

online. Repost the giveaway flyer multiple times before the expiration date to get the

maximum amount of followers. Add a few new hashtags and reach multiple audiences.

Tools for picking a winner:

● Random Comment Picker: https://commentpicker.com/instagram.php

● Random Name Picker: https://namepicker.net/

https://commentpicker.com/instagram.php
https://namepicker.net/


You probably already know you should be doing this, but if not, hurry up and get on this

great strategy. Instagram lets you seamlessly connect Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest and

other apps for easy sharing. Take advantage. The hashtags that you have used on

Instagram will also be searchable on the other social media platforms you share to as

well. Each tweet, Facebook post or Pinterest pin gets indexed by Google and can

increase traffic back to your Instagram. It also increases your brand recognition. People

want to know that you are social and legit by checking your web and social media

presence.

Both Twitter and Facebook allow you to include URL links. Before you share a post to

another app, Instagram gives you the option to edit your caption. This is where you can

copy/paste your website URL which becomes clickable after posting.

Things to Remember

● When sharing, edit your captions accordingly, to fit the platform

● Twitter tip: post manually on Twitter so your photo /video is shown. This is
optional. When sharing from Instagram to Twitter, Instagram only shares a link of
the photo to your Instagram. Still a great way to get more people to your
Instagram page.



Video content is a great way to boost your engagement and get more eyes on your page.

Static posts are great, but thanks to TIK TOK, video content is what sells. Most people

think they’re too camera shy or just don’t put in the effort. It’s totally worth it when

trying to sell products that people can’t physically touch or see in person.

Things you can do

● Show off your products with an aesthetic background

● Showcase jewelry and other accessories with just your hands showing

● Make a shoe transition video

● Ask people this or that (like you would in a story, but as a reel)

● Packaging products

● Product tutorial

● Ways to Wear

● Quote on a video background

● Warehouse/office tour

There are plenty of more things you can come up with, and if you get stuck, just check

out what some other brands are doing.



Did you know Instagram will pay YOU to post reels? You get paid based on views for a

specific time frame. Don’t miss out on the extra cash. You have to be consistent to get

the opportunity.

You can easily get to the explore page and go viral with video content a lot faster than

with static posts. This is something to keep in mind.

Lilly’s Kloset is a great example of taking advantage of video content. You can check out

their page here. They mainly use the same 2 models for their content showcasing

products. They bring in tons of engagement in the comments, including several users

asking “is this size still available”, “do you have this in black”. These are leads that you

can convert to customers. Answer in the comments and DM them a coupon code

(optional)

http://www.instagram.com/lillyskloset


This is probably the best strategy out of all of the strategies we went through.

Scheduling your social media posts has a tremendous amount of benefits. Consistency is

tough for most people, so scheduling your content ahead of time can keep you

accountable. The best way to approach this strategy is by designating a content day or

two for your brand. Even with a busy schedule, Sundays are usually best for creating

content. On this designated day, if you can commit just 2-4 hours, you can get a LOT

done. Create content for days or weeks in one day. To do this we recommend:

● Using templates

● Making several videos/reels in one day

● Organize your posts and videos and determine the order to post

● Use an Instagram scheduler app

Planoly is our favorite Instagram scheduling app, but there are several to choose from.

You can search Google for others and pick what’s best for you.  With Planoly you can

organize your grid how you want before posting. Planoly allows you to:

● Upload your content

● Write captions

● Enter hashtags (and save hashtags sets to easily apply to similar posts)

● Schedule posts

https://www.planoly.com/referral/theonlineboutiquecenter


To fill up your grid, we recommend pre-planning some of the following posts weekly or

every other week:

● Products posts (using templates)

● Quotes

● Memes

● Behind the scenes videos

● Packaging videos

● Lifestyle photos (people wearing/using product)

● Customer photos and reviews

● Inspo and aesthetic photos

Rinse and repeat!

VIDEO RESOURCES

● https://youtu.be/6Fhsd49oYFY

● https://youtu.be/c5jO_kMSSOs

● https://youtu.be/mXY30ywUH2E

● https://youtu.be/3oWQoCfbILY

https://youtu.be/6Fhsd49oYFY
https://youtu.be/c5jO_kMSSOs
https://youtu.be/mXY30ywUH2E
https://youtu.be/3oWQoCfbILY


There is no way for us to guarantee you will get followers if you don’t put in the work. If

your schedule is absolutely too busy, you may need to look into outsourcing to a virtual

assistant or social media manager.

If you are interested in social media management, please email us:

info@onlineboutiquecenter.com

If you follow the strategies above, you will be able to grow your account with the RIGHT

followers that will purchase from you and gladly tell others about your brand.

mailto:info@onlineboutiquecenter.com

